ABBREVIATIONS
TO USE OR NOT TO USE?
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To abbreviate or not to abbreviate, that is the question. Here, you
will find a simple set of questions to ask yourself about each term
before you decide to abbreviate.

Remember,
NOT all things that CAN be abbreviated
always NEED to be abbreviated.
When choosing your abbreviations, think about how it is improving
your reading experience. Is the term used so frequently that it is
taking up vital page space? Is the term used only once or twice?
BOR = Beginning of round. If you frequently refer back to the
beginning of the round, then adding BOR to your abbreviations
might make sense. But if you only use it the one time when you say
"Place SM at BOR" and you never use it again, it would have been
better to just write it out.
Your abbreviations list is telling the reader "Learn these because
they're important and I'm going to be using them a lot, you need to
know these to understand my pattern." If you go through the effort
of teaching the reader that BOR means Beginning of Round, and
then you only use it once, what was the point?

What should you always include? The basics used in your pattern.
Ch, dc, sc, tr, st.
Past that, think about how often you're using it in your pattern
combined with the full length of your pattern.
Even something as big as a blanket might not require a ton of
abbreviations.
Ch 80 (100, 120)
Row 1: Starting in third ch from hook, dc in each stitch across.
Row 2: Ch 1, sc in each st across.
Row 3: Ch 2, dc in each st across.
Repeat rows 2-3 to desired length.
I could easily have written:
Chain 80 (100, 120)
Row 1: Starting in third chain from hook, double crochet in each
stitch across.
Row 2: Chain 1, single crochet in each stitch across.
Row 3: Chain 2, double crochet in each stitch across.
Repeat rows 2-3 to desired length.

How much did the pattern change? As a technical editor, if I find
that you use an abbreviation only once or twice, I'm going to advise
that you write out the word.
Other questions to ask yourself are:
Is this term often abbreviated in crochet patterns?
Is it improving your reader's experience?
If I include this term is the pattern more or less confusing?
If I write out this term will my pattern length change?
The following page has all these questions for you to answer with
each pattern.
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TO ABBREVIATE OR
NOT TO ABBREVIATE?

Do I use the term 3+ times?
Will it save space in my pattern?
Will it make reading easier?
Is it commonly abbreviated?
If "yes" to the above, abbreviate.
Do I use the term once or twice?
Is it a rarely used crochet term?
Does it look more confusing when
abbreviated?
Will my pattern stay the same
length if I write it out?
If "yes" to these questions, write it out.
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What abbreviations do I use?
Now that you know you need to abbreviate a word, what letters
should you use? I recommend following the Craft Yarn Council
guidelines.
In the following document, I've broken down the abbreviations
into what I see most commonly used, common, and rarely used
abbreviations. Just because it's on the common or rare list doesn't
mean you don't need to use it. But, just be sure it's really helping
your reader if you do use it.
These lists hold the most common crochet abbreviations. There
are different abbreviations for Tunisian crochet and alternate
abbreviations and terminology for UK terms. You can find all of it
at the Craft Yarn Council. I keep referring back to them because I
believe them to be the industry standard we should use for
Crochet in North America (and probably most English speaking
countries).

Most Common

Common

Rarely Used

ch: chain

bo: bobble

alt: alternate

ch-#: insert number

BP: back post

approx:

designing length of

CC: contrasting color

approximately

chain-space

cl: cluster

beg: begin(ning)

ch-sp: chain-space

cont: continue

bet: between

dc: double crochet

dec: decrease

e[st]: extended

hdc: half double

dtr: double treble

stitches

crochet

crochet

foll: following

sc: single crochet

FL or FLO: front

lp: loop

sk: skip

loop or front loop

m: marker

sl st: slip stitch

only

pat(t): pattern

sp(s): space(s)

FP: front post

pc: popcorn stitch

st(s): stitch(es)

inc: increase

prev: previous

tr: treble crochet

MC: main color

ps or puff: puff

yo: yarn over

pm: place marker

stitch

[st]2tog: adding

rem: remaining

tbl: through back

"2tog" after any

rep: repeat

loop

stitch abbreviation

rnd: round

tch or t-ch: turning

to indicate working

RS: right side

chain

two of those stitch

sh: shell

trtr: triple treble

types together.

tog: together

crochet

WS: wrong side

yoh: yarn over hook

What if you can't find your abbreviation?
Do you need to make one up?
Here's what to avoid, if you have designed a unique stitch.
If you're creating a combination stitch where you maybe work sc in
one stitch, hdc in the next, dc in the next but they're all together at
the end, do you call it a schdcdctog? *blink*blink*
These are the type of stitches that you can rename as 'cluster' for
your pattern. Then define it: insert hook in next st, yo, draw up a
loop, yo, insert hook in next st, yo, draw up a loop, yo, insert hook
in third st, yo, draw up a loop, yo draw through 2 loops on hook, yo,
draw through all loops on hook.
Try to avoid creating a name for a stitch that complicates things
further than necessary. Remember, abbreviations are supposed to
make the reading experience easier for your reader. Happy readers
= more $$$

If you have more questions, please
email me or find me online through
FiatFiberArts.com.

